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Abstract

This study presents a comprehensive experimental study of the evolution of Pois-

son’s ratio and tangent modulus of polymeric foams during rate dependant uniaxial

compression. In this study, polyurethane foams with densities of 195 kg/m3, 244 kg/m3,

and 405 kg/m3 obtained from PORON (XRD series) were examined under uniaxial

compression loading at strain rates ranging from 0.001 s−1 to 5000 s−1. All compression

experiments were coupled with a high-speed camera to enable Digital Image Correlation

to measure and visualize deformation strains. These measurements enable us to study

mechanical property evolution during compression and provide qualitative description

of damage and failure in these materials. A non-linear evolution of Poisson’s ratio is

observed in-situ in these materials. The compressive stress-strain response is predicted

through least square fitting using the Avalle model [1], and model coefficients are found

to follow a power-law to scale across strain rates. The stress-strain curves, mechanical

property evolution, and scaling coefficients are compared with microstructural parame-

ters of interest such as pore size and wall thickness to inform on damage mechanisms
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in the material.
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1. Introduction1

To better exploit the energy absorbing capabilities of foams and design next-generation2

materials, it is important to understand the effect of stress states and strain rates on their3

mechanical response through experimental and modelling approaches. In the literature,4

numerical models [2–5] and finite element models [4, 6–8] have been developed to pre-5

dict the mechanical response of cellular polymers. The development of constitutive6

models [9–13] enable determination of parameters such as elastic moduli [10, 11],7

collapse stresses [11], and failure strengths and strains[10], which allow the industry to8

design better foam materials. In some literature, studies have focused on modelling the9

yield behavior for polymeric foam materials. For example, Ayyagari et al.[9] define the10

entire yield surface of a material based on two yield strengths parameters derived from11

uniaxial compression and uniaxial tension. In a separate study, Deshpande et al.[14]12

define a multi-axial yield surface to predict plastic yield and elastic buckling behaviour13

of PVC foams. However, in extreme applications where polymeric foams are used (e.g,14

helmet liners, armor padding), they are subjected to large strains and high strain rates,15

where these models cannot be used as they do not predict behavior beyond yield.16

In micro-mechanical modeling, elementary physics-based constitutive relations are17

established for the microstructural behavior. One of the most widely used micromechan-18

ical models to predict response of polymeric foams is the Gibson and Ashby model [15]19

where the porous microstructure is defined in terms of struts and faces. In their study,20

Gibson and Ashby [15] discuss deformation mechanisms for open-cell foams, where21

the elastic limit of the cell is reached when one or more sets of struts yields plastically,22
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buckles, or fractures. Although the Gibson and Ashby model [15] has been widely mod-23

ified in many other studies [16–19], three limitations are noted. First, the mechanism-24

dependant micromechanical model does not consider the effect of strain rate, which has25

been noted to affect the activated failure mechanisms in polymeric foams [19–23]. Sec-26

ond, the model assumes idealized and repeated microstructures, which are less common27

in foams used in most engineering applications [2–5, 24–27]. Third, the micromechan-28

ical model of Gibson and Ashby [15], as well as other micromechanical [15, 28, 29]29

and phenomenological models [12, 14, 30–32], assume either no affect of Poisson’s ra-30

tio (assume ν = 0) or a constant value. In our study, we will address these limitations31

through experimental observations utilizing the state-of-the-art in-situ visualization and32

strain rate dependent phenomenological modelling.33

In this paper, we explore the compressive response of porous polymers for a range of34

densities and strain rates. We focus on studying the evolution of mechanical properties35

during deformation (e.g., tangent modulus and Poisson’s ratio). We are motivated to bet-36

ter understand fundamental relationships between densities and strain rates on the stress-37

strain responses, which informs phenomenological modelling of these behaviors. This38

work builds on previous phenomenological models in the literature [1, 11, 33], including39

those that consider strain rate effects [20, 34–36]. Through this work, we provide a bet-40

ter understanding on the combined effects of density, microstructure, and strain rate on41

the mechanical response of polymeric foams, including notable discoveries on Poisson’s42

ratio evolution and mechanical response. Altogether, phenomenological models and in-43

sights developed in this paper can inform the design of new materials [4, 25] and reduce44

time for desiging these materials when compared with computationally-expensive finite45

element modelling [1, 4, 26, 37].46
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2. Experimental Methods47

2.1. Material and Characterization48

The materials investigated in this work are open-cell polyurethane foams manufac-49

tured by PORON that are used in protection applications such as helmet liners, and50

armor padding. Three different densities of PORON XRD foams are investigated: a low51

density foam (LD) of 195 kg/m3, a medium density foam (MD) of 244 kg/m3, and a52

high density foam (HD) of 405 kg/m3. In this study, polymeric foams are examined un-53

der uniaxial compression loading at quasistatic, intermediate, and dynamic strain rates.54

To ensure consistency across different strain rates in compression testing, and for mi-55

crostructure characterization, a single nominal sample diameter of 8 mm was used for all56

experiments. The sample thickness was restricted by the as-received sheet thickness of57

4.2 mm for the LD foam, 3.0 mm for the MD foam, and 3.0 mm for the HD foam, respec-58

tively. The sensitivity of mechanical response to specimen geometry, testing methods,59

and specimen-size effects are widely discussed in literature [10, 38, 39], and we expect60

some of them to manifest in our materials.61

For microstructure characterization, synchrotron radiation based microcomputed62

X−ray tomography (XCT) was performed on the polymeric foam samples at the Biomed-63

ical Imaging and Therapy (BMIT) facility−Canadian Light Source (CLS) [40] 05ID−2−SOE−164

hutch, Saskatoon, Canada. Shown in Figure 1 are XCT scans of pristine microstructures65

of the three different density foams. Visually comparing the LD foam on the extreme66

left to the HD foam on the extreme right in Figure 1, distinct differences in microstruc-67

tural properties (e.g., pore size and wall thickness), and the number of pores are noted.68

To inform on microstructural metrics, a MATLAB-based program was developed to69

perform segmentation on the tomograms to calculate pore sizes and wall thicknesses.70
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From the microstructure analysis, it is found that the average pore size increased from71

32 ± 30μm to 60 ± 55μm as foam density decreased from 404kg/m3 to 195kg/m3, and72

the average wall thicknesses were found to ∼ 11±10μm across all the different densities73

studied in this paper. These microstructure metrics are found to be in agreement with74

those observed in Figure 1. The detailed algorithm and reconstruction methods used to75

resolve the microstructural features are discussed by Bhagavathula et al.[41]. Some of76

the physical and mechanical properties provided by the manufacturer, as well as average77

pore metrics calculated from reconstruction of the tomograms are listed in Table 1.78

Fig. 1: Pristine microstructures of open-cell polyurethane foams with different densities of 195 kg/m3

(LD), 244 kg/m3 (MD), and 405 kg/m3 (HD) obtained from X-ray tomography scans. The foam material

is represented in grey color, and the pore voids are represented by the dark regions.

2.2. Mechanical Testing79

2.3. Quasistatic Compression Experiments80

The specimens are tested in uniaxial quasistatic compression at strain rates from81

0.001 to 0.1 s−1 using an E3000 Instron material testing system. A 3 kN load cell with a82

background noise corresponding to approximately ±0.01 N recorded the time histories83

of the forces, and the strains were computed with Digital Image Correlation (discussed84

later). All quasistatic tests were coupled with a PROMON U750 camera recording at85
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Table 1: Physical, microstructure and mechanical properties of PORON foams

Property Test method
Material

LD MD HD

Density (specific gravity) ASTM D 3574-95 Test A[42] 0.19 0.24 0.4

Compressive strength (kPa) 0.08s−1@ 25% deflection 8-23 10-38 69-138

Tear Strength min. (kN/m) ASTM D 624 Die C[43] 0.8 0.8 2.5

Min. Tensile Elongation (%) ASTM D 3574 Test E[42] >145 >145 >145

Tensile Strength, min. (kPa) ASTM D 3574 Test E[42] 207 310 483

Average pore size (μm) MATLAB Reconstruction[41] 60 ±55 45 ±35 32 ±30

Average wall thickness (μm) MATLAB Reconstruction[41] 10 ±9 11 ±10 11 ±10

Average porosity (φ) MATLAB Reconstruction[41] 0.87 ±0.06 0.83 ±0.06 0.76 ±0.05

a full resolution of 1280x1024 pixels to visualize deformation features and to perform86

strain measurements. Both the camera and Instron were set to operate at a sampling rate87

of 1 frames per second (FPS ) for 0.001 s−1, 10 FPS for 0.01 s−1, and 100 FPS for 0.188

s−1. The engineering stresses are calculated by dividing the applied load by the original89

specimen cross-sectional surface area. Three trials are performed for each density and90

strain rate to verify repeatability of the material response.91

2.4. Intermediate Rate Compression Experiments92

Intermediate strain rate compression experiments were performed at two strain rates93

using different loading techniques. The first strain rate, 1s−1, was performed on an 887194

Instron load frame operating a 1 kN load cell with a background noise corresponding95

to approximately ±0.01 N. The Instron setup was coupled with a FLIR Grasshopper 396

camera which recorded at 164 FPS . The sample surface was illuminated with a Halogen97

fiber optic illuminator that ensured good brightness even at high strains. The second98

intermediate rate was approximately 175 to 250 s−1 and utilized a drop tower to reach99

the necessary strain rates. A PCB 200B04 force sensor with a capacity of 4.45 kN and100

an upper frequency limit of 75 kHz was attached to a steel base plate, and the sensor had101
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a flat metal loading cap screwed into it that transmitted the force to the quartz sensing102

element inside the sensor. The foam sample is placed on the loading cap and a metal tup103

is positioned above the sample at a height of 25 mm, and dropped to load the sample.104

The tup is a relatively heavy metal rod (∼4.5 kg) compared to the foams, ensuring that105

the velocity is nominally constant over the loading time. The drop tower setup was106

coupled with an iX716 high speed camera recording at 20,000 FPS to measure and107

visualize deformation. The samples were illuminated with multiple halogen fiber optic108

illuminators to ensure optimum brightness and contrast throughout the experiment. For109

the intermediate compression tests, the engineering stresses were calculated by dividing110

the applied load by the original sample area. At least three tests with the similar loading111

conditions were performed to verify the repeatability of the material response.112

2.5. Dynamic Compression Experiments113

A modified version of a split-Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) apparatus as shown114

in Figure 2 was used to characterize the dynamic compressive response. The SHPB115

apparatus had a common diameter of 25.4 mm and was made of 6061 aluminum with116

lengths of 1.2 m and 1 m for the incident and transmission bars, respectively. 160 GSM117

paper pulse shapers were used to achieve stress/force equilibrium in the specimens. The118

use of a paper pulse shaper did not change the rise time or shape of input pulse, but119

helped minimize high frequency noise in the input wave, and helped achieve acceptable120

force equilibrium [44]. Two strain-gauges are mounted on diametrically opposite sides121

of the incident and transmission bars via a bridge configuration to record the strain122

histories during dynamic compression. The strain gages used in the current setup are123

350Ω±0.3% with a gage factor of 2.130±0.5% (Micro Measurements CEA-13-250UN-124

350). The transmitted strain histories are amplified and fed to a GEN3i high-speed data125
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recorder with 16-bit resolution recording at 25MHz for data capture and visualization,126

and trigger control. Under stress equilibrium, the transmitted strain history from the127

transmission bar, εt(t), was used to calculate the engineering stress history σ(t) in the128

samples:129

σ(t) =
A0

As
E0εt(t)?? (1)

where A0(m2) and As(m2) are the cross-sectional areas of the bar and sample, respec-130

tively, and E0(N/m2) is the elastic modulus of the bar material.131

Fig. 2: Modified version of split-Hopkinson Pressure bar apparatus. The arrangement of the ultra-high-

speed camera with lens, high power LED light system, and load frame is shown.

In the present study, the dynamic compression experiments were coupled with an132

ultra-high-speed camera Shimadzu HPV-X2 to visualize deformation features, as well133

as to perform strain measurements. The camera is able to capture 256 images and is134

triggered by a split signal from the incident strain-gauge. In these experiments, the135

camera operated at a frame-rate of 1 million FPS at a resolution of 400x250 pixels. To136

capture images at such high frame-rates, a SURE-Bright high power LED light system137
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was used to focus an array of light through specialty total internal reflection lenses138

onto a fixed focal point looking at the specimen. The high intensity continuous light139

source ensures consistent image quality during acquisition. The camera was triggered140

from the incident strain-gauge and camera output pulses were used to correlate times141

between the images and the strain-gauge measurements. The challenges of developing142

SHPB systems to accurately measure the dynamic response of cellular polymers are143

well documented in the literature [19, 45–48], and the testing methods that are pursued144

in the present study are consistent with recommendations from those in previous studies145

[19, 36, 44].146

2.6. Digital Image Correlation (DIC)147

In this study, digital image correlation (DIC) was used to measure the strain during148

experiments. To prepare specimens for DIC analysis, the cylindrical face (orthogonal149

to the testing axis) is speckle-painted for each specimen. To speckle the specimens,150

black acrylic ink (Vallejo) is airbrushed (Harder and Steenbeck Infinity airbrush) on151

the surface to form a speckle pattern for accurate correlation purposes. The VIC-2D 6152

software [49] is used for performing DIC analysis on the captured camera images. In153

DIC analysis, a region of interest (ROI) is manually defined on the speckled surface,154

and displacements of all the subsets defined within the ROI are tracked as the speci-155

men deforms during loading. Incremental correlation is used for the large deformations156

experienced during compression. In each time-step, the subsets in the deformed im-157

ages are “matched” with the pattern in the previous image using the differences in grey158

scale intensity levels, at each interpolation point. In each subset, a correlation peak is159

defined by the interpolation of greyscale levels at or between pixels, and the position160

of the peak provides a local displacement [50]. The test setup was adjusted for every161
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specimen such that images with good sharpness and exposure were obtained providing162

an optimal subset size in the VIC-2D 6 software.163

3. Experimental Results and Discussion164

In this section, we will explore the rate-dependent stress-strain response of the three165

densities of PORON foams. We present stress-strain curve-fits based on constitutive166

equations derived in the literature for polymeric foams [1], and then detail how these167

coefficients change as a function of strain rate and density. Then, we give particular168

attention to tracking the evolution of the mechanical properties during deformation (e.g.,169

tangent modulus and Poisson’s ratio).170

3.1. Uniaxial Compressive Response171

Shown in Figure 3 is a semi-log plot of the strain rate dependent stress-strain curves172

for each of the three density foams that were tested. Three trials are performed for each173

condition, but only one representative curve is shown for clarity (we only show a repre-174

sentative curve, but we do use data in Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8). The maximum strain that175

is measured during these compression experiments is related to when correlation is lost176

in the DIC computation. Generally, the curves follow similar elastic, plateau, and densi-177

fication behaviors as has been noted by others [15, 19, 28, 51]. The elastic modulus and178

collapse stress increase with increasing strain rate and foam density, and this is consis-179

tent with the literature [19, 26, 36, 47]. Tabulated measurements of the elastic modulus180

and collapse stress are found in a previous paper by the authors [52] that explores scaling181

predictions of these values as a function of strain rate and foam density. In this paper, we182

give more attention to fitting stress-strain curves to existing models (next section) and183

to explore the evolution of their elastic properties, especially Poisson’s ratio where there184
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have been limited studies. The comprehensive range of strain rates and densities used in185

this paper augments previous studies in the literature [19, 20, 23, 36, 38, 47, 51, 53, 54].186

Fig. 3: Experimental results (one representative curve each) for compression tests showing rate effects

in PORON foams - (Top) PORON LD foam, (Middle) PORON MD foam, and (Bottom) PORON HD

foam. In each sub-figure, the y-axis represents stress in megapascals on a logarithmic scale and the x-axis

represents engineering strain.
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3.2. Parameterization of Constitutive Equation187

In this sub-section, we apply least-square fit curve fits from existing phenomenolog-188

ical models [1, 20, 33, 35, 36] to better understand how parameters evolve as a function189

of strain rate and density, and to discuss the applicability of these models to our data.190

These models are generally expressed as scalar multiples of a shape function and a mod-191

ulus function [20, 34–36]. The shape function, which is usually a function of strain only,192

represents the stress-strain relationship at a reference strain rate. The modulus function193

is a function of both strain and strain rate. The modulus function works as a scale factor194

for the stress-strain curve between the reference strain rate and another strain rate. First,195

we present the phenomenological model of Liu and Subhash [33] that was suggested196

to predict the stress-strain response of polymeric foams. The model has six parameters197

and is given by:198

σ(ε) = S
esε − 1

Q + eqε + eR(erε − 1) (2)

where S , Q, R, s, q and r are empirically fit coefficients from the experimental data. The199

second model that is explored accounts for strain rate dependency [20, 35, 36], where200

various models using logarithmic relationships were proposed:201

P(ε̇) = P(ε̇0)(1 + klog10(ε/ε̇0)) (3)

where P(ε̇) describes the effect of strain rate on various parameters like elastic modulus,202

collapse stress and energy absorption, k is a constant, and ε̇0 is the reference strain rate.203

Such relationships have been used to describe both open-cell, and closed-cell foams204

[20, 35, 36] in the literature. It was found that models described in equations 2 and205

3, and similar variations [20, 33, 35, 36] did not fit our data well in terms of under-206

predicting yield region at high strain rates, and over-predicting densification at lower207
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strain rates. In another study, Avalle et al. [1] proposed a five parameter model which208

was found to fit our data in all regimes for all strain rates studied in this paper:209

σ(ε) = A(1 − e(E/A)ε(1−ε)m
) + B

(
ε

1 − ε
)n

(4)

where the parameters A, E, B, m, and n are empirical parameters. An example of a210

typical curve fit applied to a medium density foam at a strain rate of 100 s−1 and a high211

density foam at a strain rate of 2255 s−1 is shown in Figure 4; we note that the model212

fits the data well for these and all other density and rate combinations studied in this213

paper. Here, parameter A controls the magnitude of the plateau stress and can only have214

a positive value. Parameter E controls the slope of the elastic region and can only be a215

positive value. Parameter m controls the curvature at yield and can be both positive and216

negative. Parameter B controls the magnitude of the densification stress and can only217

be a positive value. Parameter n controls the slope of the densification region and can218

only be a positive value. Figure 5 shows the variation of these empirical parameters as a219

function of strain rate for a given density foam material. It is found that parameters A, E,220

B, and n are density dependent and appear to scale across strain rate using a power-law221

relationship as follows:222

P(ε̇) = Cε̇α (5)

where P(ε̇) is the measured parameter (A, E, B, and n), C is the scaling coefficient, ε̇ is223

the strain rate and α is the power-law exponent. The coefficient m is found to scale via224

a logarithmic relationship:225

m = M1log(ε̇) + M2 (6)

where M1 and M2 are empirical parameters. The coefficients for all the three different226
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densities are tabulated in Table 2, and are determined using a least squares fit. From227

Table 2, we observe for A and B that the power-law exponent decreases for increasing228

density, which tells us that lower density materials are prone to higher strain rate effects229

for the plateau and densification stress magnitudes [55]. For coefficient E, it is observed230

that the power-law exponent remains consistent throughout the densities suggesting that231

a single mechanism dominates the elastic response in these materials. This result is in a232

good agreement with experimental data [56, 57]. Finally, for coefficient n, it is observed233

that the power-law exponent increases for increasing densities, suggesting that rate of234

densification is dependant on material density [35, 53].

Fig. 4: An example of a typical curve fit: (Left) Medium density PORON at a strain rate of 100 s−1,

(Right) High density PORON at a strain rate of 2255 s−1.

235

3.3. Evolution of Tangent Modulus236

Next, we investigate the evolution of the tangent modulus as a function of strain for237

the different strain rates and densities studied here (Figure 6). We investigate the evo-238

lution of the tangent modulus to probe and compare transitional behaviors across the239

different densities and strain rates. Through these comparisons, we better understand240
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Fig. 5: Trends of model coefficients across varying strain rate for PORON foams (Left) Variation of

coefficients A, E and B, (Right) Variation of coefficients n and m

Table 2: Model coefficients for three density PORON foams for scaling across strain rates

PORON LD PORON MD PORON HD

C α C α C α
A 0.06 0.28 0.12 0.26 0.48 0.22

E 0.89 0.31 2.05 0.3 4.58 0.31

B 0.04 0.23 0.12 0.21 0.41 0.18

n 2.98 -0.074 2.83 -0.027 2.81 -0.006

M1 M2 M1 M2 M1 M2

m -0.26 -2.24 -0.17 -1.98 -0.15 -1.13

damage accumulation mechanisms in the structure and base material during these ex-241

periments. In Figure 6, the tangent modulus is computed by using a moving average242

window filter applied to the stress-strain curves. For the quasi-static experiments, the243

tangent modulus was averaged over windows of 0.005 to 0.08 strain in size, depending244

on the number of points and resulting smoothness. For the intermediate strain rate ex-245

periments, the tangent modulus was averaged over windows of 0.005 to 0.06 strain. For246

dynamic strain rates, the tangent modulus was averaged over windows of 0.005 to 0.04247

strain. As the strain rate was increased, there were fewer data points to average over,248
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and our choice for the window was influenced by the number of points, range of elastic249

strain for different strain rates, smoothness of resultant curve, and desire to capture the250

proper trends and magnitudes. Note that the initial tangent modulus computed through251

strain-averaged windowing is not necessarily the same value of E that was determined252

in Figure 5.253

Fig. 6: Evolution of tangent modulus as a function of strain for varying strain rates - (Top) PORON LD

foam, (Middle) PORON MD foam, and (Bottom) PORON HD foam.
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From Figure 6, we observe that the initial tangent modulus in the elastic regime in-254

crease as a function of strain rate and density. In general, the tangent modulus magnitude255

decreases for increasing strain, with greater sensitivities for higher rates and densities.256

For all tests, the tangent modulus decreases from its initial value 0 until between 0.2 to257

0.3 strain for all the densities with some minor deviations at strain rates > 4500s−1, after258

which it begins to increase. These minor deviations are likely a result of manifestation259

of a transition behavior at higher strain rates. The decrease is likely associated with260

pore collapse [20, 58, 59], while the increase is likely associated with the onset of cell261

locking [55, 59]. The relationships between the rate of densification and the density and262

strain rate were explored previously in evaluating n in Figure 5. The transition behavior263

of tangent modulus becomes more pronounced at higher dynamic strain rates, and this264

effect is observed to be common through all the densities studied here. This suggests265

that the phenomenon is structural in nature, and as strain rate increases, the material266

has less time to undergo structural deformation as onset of cell locking occurs. This267

phenomenon is observed to be strain rate dependent as the time available for deforma-268

tion decreases with increasing strain rate. The lowest point on the curve shifts to the269

left for increasing strain rate, suggesting the onset of cell locking occurs earlier under270

higher strain rates [55, 59], with no obvious density effects noted for the materials stud-271

ied here. This rate-dependent behavior of transitions happening at lower strains (to the272

right) is likely related to the cell edges having less time to “rearrange” and avoid lock-273

ing [19, 60], and these trends are consistent with those predicted by previous studies in274

the literature [59, 61]. Overall from the tangent modulus curves, it is observed that there275

is no strain range over which the modulus is constant. It is therefore recommended that276

the tangent modulus should be determined by averaging the measurements from post-277

zero strain to strains larger than the pore collapse initiation strain, and use this value to278
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represent the elastic modulus of a cellular foam material.279

3.4. Evolution of Poisson’s Ratio280

Finally, we explore the evolution of the Poisson’s ratio as a function of strain for281

the different densities and strain rates (Figure 7). Previous studies have assumed a282

value of zero [14, 15, 28, 29] or have assumed a constant value for Poisson’s ratio283

in their models [12, 30–32] , whereas utilization of DIC in this paper enables in-situ284

evolutions to be tracked. In this study, Poisson’s ratio is obtained by taking the ratio of285

the instantaneous lateral strain to the axial strain obtained from the DIC measurements.286

In Figure 7, we show that Poisson’s ratio evolves in a non-monotonic and non-linear287

manner. For the different density foams, it was found that there is a gradual transition288

from the elastic to the plateau regime beginning at a strain of ∼ 0.02 and plateauing289

at approximately 0.08 strain, and the limit for the elastic regime was determined as the290

end of the linear-elastic region in the stress-strain curves. For Poisson’s ratio, the values291

generally increase in the elastic regime until yield. For increasing density, there is no292

obvious trend in how fast the Poisson’s ratio increases. The density- and rate-dependent293

trends in Poisson’s ratio are summarized for the elastic regime in Figure 8, which shows294

that the Poisson’s ratio in the elastic regime decreases as a function of strain rate for295

this current study, with no correlations observed as a function of density. Discussion is,296

thus, turned back to Figure 7.297
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Fig. 7: Evolution of Poisson’s ratio as a function of strain for varying strain rates - (Top) PORON LD

foam, (Middle) PORON MD foam, and (Bottom) PORON HD foam.
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Fig. 8: Variation of the measured Poisson’s ratio in the elastic regime under uniaxial compressive loading

across varying strain rates for PORON foams of noted densities.

In the elastic regime, it is observed from Figure 7 that Poisson’s ratio increases un-298

til yield for all materials. The yield limit is observed to shift towards right as density299

increases up to strains of 0.1 to 0.15. Post-yield and until strains between 0.2 and 0.3,300

the Poisson’s ratio decrease for increasing strain. This is likely related to pore collapse301

in the material. There is no correlation between density and the value of Poisson’s ra-302

tio at the lowest points in the Poisson’s ratio-strain curves. For increasing strain rate,303

the rate of decreases in the Poisson’s ratio appears to be faster. After decreasing until304

strains of 0.2 to 0.3, the Poisson’s ratio then begins to increase, indicating the onset of305

pore locking [2, 26]. The strain value at which pore locking occurs shifts to the right306

for increasing strain rate, indicating that densification may happen later for increasing307

strain rate. This trend is converse to what was observed in the evolution of the tangent308

modulus as a function of strain (Figure 6). This highlights the strain rate dependent309

competition between continued pore collapse that serves to softens the material (cap-310
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tured by Poisson’s ratio in Figure 7) and stiffening brought on by cell locking (captured311

by the tangent modulus in Figure 6). Finally during densification, the rate of increase312

and magnitude in the Poisson’s ratio is greater for higher density foams.313

Overall from curves in Figures 6 and 7, it is observed that the minima of tangent314

modulus happens before minima in Poisson’s ratio curves as the stress (manifested in315

tangent modulus curves) is a precursor to structural deformation (manifested in Pois-316

son’s ratio curves). Stated more directly, the stress change always happens before the317

structure deforms [26]. Minima in tangent modulus curves happens at earlier strains and318

higher values for increasing strain rate, which corresponds to the structure becoming319

stiffer for higher rates [20, 47]. Minima in the Poisson’s ratio curves happens at higher320

strains, meaning there is a delay in the onset of structural deformation as rate increases.321

At high strain rates, tangent modulus and Poisson’s ratio evolution is observed to be322

complex as a consequence of sensitivity of mechanical response to specimen geometry,323

testing methods, and specimen-size effects as widely discussed in literature [32, 39, 62].324

In one study, Sun et al. [59] discuss that the elastic modulus is expected to reduce prior325

to cell collapse as the cell walls bend and buckle, and this phenomenon is observed326

in-situ in the present study. This strain rate-dependent response is likely related to an327

inter-play between structural stiffening, pore sizes that are interrogated, and mechanical328

properties. This inter-play also manifests as differences in increasing/decreasing trends329

observed in Figures 6 and 7 as a function of strain, strain rate, and density [10, 38, 39].330

This highlights the physical implications for the role of microstructure and density on331

the evolution of mechanical properties for polymeric foams. These concepts can be332

extended in the future to other foams to better generalize the approach and determine333

the model coefficients. The results of the current study can aid others in design and334

simulation of foam material by considering the following: Commonly, previous foam335
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studies have assumed a value of zero [14, 15, 28, 29] or have assumed a constant336

value for Poisson’s ratio in their models and similar assumptions are observed in many337

computational models. For more accurate simulations, these higher order models could338

modify Poisson’s ratio as a function of strain rate and microstructure, informed by the339

data presented here. For foam material design, this observed phenomenon of significant340

differences in Poisson’s ratio between the elastic and plastic phases could be used as341

an advantage in terms of structural design. This property can inform on deciding the342

overall shapes and locations of the helmet liners inside a helmet, and where the design343

commonly balances between comfort (structural deformation) and protection (energy344

absorption). In the future, the data presented in this paper can be modeled via first345

principle approaches [8, 58, 63] to fully develop a strain rate-dependant constitutive346

model, but we do not do it here because it is more impactful when multiple stress-state347

experiments are performed.348

4. Conclusion349

In this study, polyurethane foams of three different densities (195 kg/m3, 244 kg/m3,350

405 kg/m3) obtained from PORON were examined under uniaxial compression loading351

at varying strain rates from 0.001 s1 to 5000 s1. All compression experiments were352

coupled with a high-speed camera to measure and visualize deformation. Digital image353

correlation was performed to obtain deformation and mechanical property evolution354

characteristics (e.g., tangent modulus and Poisson’s ratio). The rate dependent com-355

pressive response was fit to the Avalle model [1] and model coefficients were found to356

follow a power-law. Evolution of damage is studied in terms of in-situ measurements of357

tangent modulus and Poisson’s ratio. Overall, this study addresses some of the limita-358

tions that are noted in literature such as lack of consideration for the effect of strain rate,359
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and the effect of Poisson’s ratio during loading. In this study, we address this gap by360

investigating mechanical properties and failure behavior for a wide range of strain rates361

alongside comparing with microstructure properties. These kind of in-situ measure-362

ments are shown for the first time and these measurements are motivated by looking363

at the evolution of these properties to learn about transitional behaviours. This study364

also provides a comprehensive set of data to better populate experimental data across365

varying densities and strain rates, provide data to models, recognize many modeling366

methods and resources to parameterize the models.367
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